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Abstract – The  waste segregation system that is developed 

here is a prototype  which segregates metal,  paper and 

plastics from  the wastes that are being dumped into the 

hopper using ARM. Once IR sensor detects the presence  of  

the wastes conveyor   belt  starts  to   move,     simultaneously 

blower and sensor turns on.   The wastes that are carried 

along  the conveyor belt are made t of all on respective waste 

bins. We are placing sensors at  the  top of   the bin to detect 

the wastes once it gets filled. An astounding 0. 25milliontons  

of waste is generated each day in India. Sadly,  only 4. 5% of   

this colossal amount of  waste is recycled. One possible 

solution for   this problem could be segregating  the waste at 

the disposal level itself. In India,    the  collection,  

transportation and disposal of  waste on outskirts of cities has  

created overflowing landfills which are not only impossible to 

reclaim because the hazardous manner of dumping but also  

has serious environmental implication in terms  of  

groundwater pollution .   This project is mainly developed to 

make our nation,  Clean India,  go Green to implement as 

Swatch Bharat. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

With   rapid   urbanization  and  ever  increasing growth 

of  population  there   has  been increase in generation of  

wastes. When the  wastes that are disposed  on   the   road  

side  are   not  managed properly it can lead to infectious 

diseases for  the  pedestrians and residents who stay around 

due to  the  toxic substances present in it.  The main aim of  

our project is to segregate metal,  paper and plastic  from  

the municipal wastes.  these wastes are collected in 

respective bins.  Once it reaches IR sensor the GSM sends 

message to authority people in order to replace filled bins 

with empty bins.  Hence segregation and recycling plays 

vital role now a days as the price for  raw and recyclable 

materials are increasing; segregation is a global topic  for  

future use. We  has come up with an Automatic waste 

segregator that categorizes the  waste as metal waste paper 

waste plastic waste and other waste.  This will not only help 

in dealing with  the  situation in a clever manner but will 

also improve  the economy  of our country. Ready to 

convert trash to cash. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

1.  The rising population of India poses serious threats 

with regard to the availability of living space,  

utilization of  natural resources and raw materials,  

education and employment. But another serious 

peril that follows is the escalating amount  of waste 

generated each minute by an individual.  An 

astounding 0.1 million tons of  waste is generated 

each day in India. Sadly,  only 5% of  this  colossal 

amount of waste is recycled. One possible solution 

for  this problem could be segregating  the  waste at 

the disposal level itself. In India,    the  collection,  

transportation and disposal of  MSWare unscientific 

and chaotic. Uncontrolled dumping  of  waste on 

outskirts of  towns and cities has  created 

overflowing  landfills  which  are not only 

impossible to reclaim because  of   the  haphazard 

manner  of  dumping but also has serious 

environmental  implication  in  terms   of  ground 

water    pollution   and  contribution  to  Global 

warming 

2.    RFID based Segregation System:  -In  this system 

which   applies  radio  frequency identification for 

on-line  sorting  of consumer waste groups can 

satisfy very important requirement of  an efficient 

waste management system. Not only is the system 

robust,  it is also accurate and it can handle vast 

quantities of plastic and e-waste. The  drawback of   

this system is that  the  RFID is considered to be 

attached to each type  of  material during 

manufacturing only to resolve the  problem of 

sorting during  the disposal stage  of  the  

product[6].  Each waste material will have identical 

types  of  RFID tags  that stores the  information 

about the  object along with which  travels on 

conveyer belt.  So whenever waste comes near  the  

RFID reader it sends the vital information to  the  

RFID reader. Commands and information are 

exchanged between the RFID reader and RFID tags. 

This  information is used to drop  the each waste 

material in the irrespective beans. Later  this  

information is conveyed to the Arduino 

microcontroller for further processing. After 

interpreting  the  data received  from  the RFID 

reader it will be  forwarded to remote master 

embedded system wirelessly.  The zig bee receiver 

is interfaced with the  personal computer  which  

the  corresponded Waste material having  the RFID 

tag  which   contents  the   all information about  the  

product to be coded during manufacturing in the  

passive tag placed as  there are a variety  of  the 

tags available to be attached with the  material. It is 

not viable as not all companies would add to their 

cost  of applying RFID tags to their products thus 

implementation of  such system is difficult and not 

economical. Also we are dealing with waste 

products so to use RFID scanner like devices in 
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such harsh and non-suitable condition would only 

add to  the difficulty. 

3.   Microcontroller based Waste Segregation:-A 

simple 8051microcontroller  for ms the  heart of  

the  system. It controls the working and timing of 

all  the subsections so as to sort the waste. Inductive 

proximity sensor is used to detect the metallic 

waste. [7] the signal from  the proximity sensor 

initiates   the   push  mechanism  to  discard    the  

metallic waste.  The  timing and movement of  the  

conveyor belt is controlled  by  8051 

microcontroller.  Continuous and unnecessary 

operation of any particular section is thus avoided.   

The main limitations in this  type of system are that   

the waste segregator device or equipment is more 

rightfully is used in harsh and rough conditions.  

Different parameters such as heat,  dust etc.   The  

microcontroller maybe more prone to damage.  

Also   the scope for expansion   of  this   equipment 

may  not be possible due to circuit constraints 

unlike PLC.  Some other limitationsare:1.  

Segregation of  the waste consumes time. 2.  E- 

waste,  Sanitary waste and medical waste cannot be 

segregated by  the proposed system as  there are 

certain rules and regulations specified by 

government to be followed  for  their segregation 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

The outline of  this  paper is to bifurcate biodegradable 

and non-degradable wastes.  the  two bins,  i. e bin A and 

bin B will be placed in the  local ward. It is arranged in 

such a way  that  the people located nearby are supposed  

to  dump   the waste into  the  bin  A.   the  bin B  will be 

temporarily closed and bin A will be opened initially. As 

the  wastes fills completely in bin A,   the IR sensor placed 

at the top simultaneously sends the message to respective 

authority intimating that bin is filled and closer placed at 

the top will make bin A to be closed temporarily while bin 

B is made to open until bin A is cleared. Here the  

messages are sent through  the GSM module. 

The  wastes which  are  collected  are  dumped into this 

system which consists of  hopper and other mechanisms.    

the  electromagnet is placed inside  the hopper.  the wastes  

are made to fall on the conveyor belt.  As  the wastes falls 

on to it the  conveyor   belt  starts  to  rotate  in  clockwise 

direction.   the  wastes substances consisting  of  metal 

particles get attracted to the  electromagnet in  the  hopper. 

The  rest  of   the  wastes are carried over conveyor  belt.   

the  blower  which  is fixed on  the  conveyor belt blows  

of f   the   paper  wastes and it gets collected into the paper 

bin.  the  remaining wastes are again carried over by  the 

conveyor where  the  capacitive  sensor  senses  the   

plastic and linear slider swipes the  plastic wastes into the  

plastic bin.   The  further rest over wastes gets collected 

into the  remaining bin.  The metal wastes that are 

attracted in the hopper is made to demagnetize so that  

conveyor belt rotates in anticlockwise direction and metal 

wastes gets collected into the metal bin. 
 

  

A.  Electro magnetic 
In  this  section we have placed electromagnet inside  the  

hopper so  that  all  the  metallic wastes attracts towards   

the  magnet.  After all the  wastes are segregated the  

electromagnet will be demagnetized so  that  all  the 
metallic wastes will fall on the  conveyor belt.  then it is 

made to rotate  

in anticlockwise direction so that all the  metallic wastes 

will be dumped into the  metal bin. 

B.  Rotation Mechanism 

Vehicle Viper motor is used to move  the  belt.   this  high 

power motor derives the necessary 12V and 2A current 

from an AC to DC converter. The  start and stop of  the 

belt is controlled using a relay. The  relay makes and 

breaks the circuit between the  converter  and  motor  to  

start  and   stop   it respectively. 

C.  Blower Section 

Paper and other waste is based on their weight.  Due to its 

high density and High speed blower will segregate only 

low weight materials like paper. A relay will control the 

on and of a high speed AC blower.  As blower blows,   the  

belt halts and paper waste is thrown out into  the  paper bin 

via a collecting chamber.  the  remaining wastes are 

moved along the belt. 
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D.  Sliding Section 

In  this  section when  the  capacitive sensor senses  the  

plastic material,  these wastes are pushed by the  slider 

placed on  the conveyor belt.   the pushed wastes are the n 

collected into  the  plastic bin. 

E. GSM Section 

After all the  wastes are collected in the dust bins an IR 

sensor detects that  the waste is filled and sends  the signal 

to microcontroller  then the  microcontroller sends  the  

commands to GSM module to send filled information to 

respective authority. 
 

 
Fig1. Flow chart of  process1 

 

 

 
Fig 2. Flow chart  of process 2 

 

IV.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The  proposed  Automatic Waste  Segregation system 

sorts wastes into different categories,  namely metal,  

paper,  plastic and remaining waste. The biodegradable 

wastes include paper,  vegetable wastes, cattle dung etc. 

Non-biodegradable wastes on  the  other hand includes 

plastic,  synthetic fibers,    

refills etc. Separating our waste is essential as the  amount 

of waste being generated today causes immense problem. 

Here,  we have tested the  house hold wastes which are 

generated in every home today and we have come up with 

the  following result.  the  following tables show the  

tested sequel of   the  fate  of   the  waste when exposed to 

our Automatic Waste Segregator 

 

 
Fig3.  Conveyor belt with sliding mechanism 

 

 
Fig4. Bin A and Bin B placed in a local ward 
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V.  CONCLUSION 

 

The  waste segregation as the name gives separates  the  

waste into different metal, paper waste, plastic and 

remaining wastes.  the permanent magnets placed  within   

the   hopper attract metallic  wastes and further wastes are 

sorted on the conveyer belt. The hopper section is 

provided with IR sensor once it detects the presence  of   

the wastes that are being dumped convey or starts to rotate. 

Capacitive proximity  sensor is used to detect  the  plastic 

wastes.  The signal from the proximity sensor initiates the 

slide mechanism to separate the plastic wastes. A blower 

mechanism is used to segregate paper  waste. The timing 

and  movement   of  the  conveyor belt is controlled by 

ARM microcontroller.  

 

VI. LIMITATION 

 

1.    Dimension  of  the input  waste  should  be less than  

the outlet  of  hopper. 

2.     Bins  can be incorporated  with crusher mechanism 

to collect more amount of  wastes. 

3.  No plan  for  E-Wastes,  medical wastes and other 

complicated waste. 

 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

1.  Input system can be implemented with cutter so that 

all the substances inside the plastic cover can be 

segregated easily for  the further steps. 

2.  Input section can be manufactured with metallic 

hopper so that we can magnetize entire hopper to 

attract  the  metallic wastes towards hopper. 

3.   Range of the capacitive senor can be increased. 

4.  Provision scan be made for on spot decomposition  

of wastes. 

5.  Integration  of IOT would be better so all 

 respective people can easily identify problems in all 

areas in remote area itself. 
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